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Portfolio 
News

Funds & Companies

Announced $955M across two new venture funds

Read

Announced the launch of Seedcamp VI with $180M  

to back Europe’s exceptional startups

Read

Qualcomm announced it will acquire Autotalks 

Read

Unique 
Content

Climate Tech

Sector  
Deep Dive  

Vintage hosted a second session  

on climate-tech investing, focused  

on "Carbon Credits."

Shira Eting, Principal, and Lior Elovitch, 

Investment Analyst at Vintage, delivered 

a carbon credits overview presentation, 

leading to an in-depth session on 

"Catalyzing High-Quality Carbon 

Removal Through Advanced Market 

Commitments" by Dr. Frauke Kracke, 

Venture Partner at Transition, and Head 

of Science at Stripe Climate/Frontier.

A fireside chat with Shira Eting and David 

Helgason, Founding Partner at Transition, 

and Co-Founder and ex-CEO of Unity. 

A CEO panel moderated by Kristian 

Branaes, Investment Partner at Transition, 

on "The Challenges and Opportunities 

for the Selling Side in Carbon Credits." 

Panelists included Ram Amar, CEO at 

Rewind.earth; Naomie Lecard, Head of 

Business Development, Albo Climate; 

and Dan Deviri, Co-Founder & CEO at 

CarbonBlue.

Carbon Credits Overview The Buying Perspective The Selling Perspective 

Vintage  
in the 
News

Shira Eting judged the Israeli Climate Awards Startup 

Competition, highlighting the importance of climate tech 

and Israel's advantages in tackling the crisis.

Israeli Climate Awards

Read 

Vintage  
Giving  
Back to the  
Community

Vintage hosted the Unistream 

Investment Panel Competition, with 

Hamutal Meridor, Asaf Horesh, and 

Tzlil Kovetz participating as judges.

Read

Vintage supports Educating 

For Excellence, an organization 

dedicated to reducing 

socioeconomic disparity and 

promoting equality in Israeli society. 

Read

Shira Eting participated in a special 

VC Panel hosted by Amiti Ventures 

as part of the AT Program, founded 

by Neta Blum.

Read

Vintage sponsored the Vintage 

Netanya Team in The Equalizer 

Group Tournament, joining an 

initiative that sponsors youth 

sports teams.

Read

GCV Symposium London

Value+ had the pleasure of partnering with Mach49 to  

co-host an exceptional happy hour at the GCV Symposium 

in London. The event provided an opportunity to connect 

with industry leaders from esteemed organizations such as 

Sony, Deutsche Telekom, Hitachi, Swisscom, Bauer Media 

Group, IBM, and E.ON.
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VENI VIDI VINTAGE

We had the time of our lives celebrating 

Vintage's 20th anniversary in stunning Lake 

Maggiore, Italy! It was pure magic, from the 

enchanting views to the mouthwatering 

Italian cuisine. Here's to the next 20 years 

of success, friendship, and growth!

Read

The AI Frontier: Insights from  

a Data-Driven Investor 

Featuring Sarah Catanzaro, General Partner at Amplify, 

and Hamutal Meridor, Partner at Vintage.

Watch
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Inside Vintage

10 Q’s with
Orit Shilo
Chief Value+ O�cer

Read

10 Q’s with
Shira Eting
Principal

Read

Key 
Executive 
Hires

Catch Up
With Us
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Upcoming
Events

20-22

2-4

September

October

London

Amsterdam

Hamutal Meridor, Partner, will be speaking at the Private Equity 

Summit for Women in London.

Keren Terner, Chief Operating Partner, will be speaking at 

SuperReturn COO/CFO in Amsterdam.

Asaf Horesh, General Partner at Vintage, was featured 

in an interview alongside Aviad Ariel, General Partner at 

Vertex Ventures, on the "Transformers" podcast hosted by 

Tal Morgenstern, Partner at Lightspeed.

Listen in HEB

Vintage  
on Stage

Asaf Horesh appeared and spoke on three di�erent panels at 

Super Venture Berlin to discuss the rise of European and Israeli 

VC, Fund Succession Plans, and Valuations.

Read

Barrel Kfir, presented at Cyber Week 2023 TLV discussing "The 

Future of AI & Cyber" alongside Yorai Fainmesser, Guy Caspi, 

Mark Gazit, Nataly Kremer, Shay Elias, and Dr. Liron David

Read

Oz Avenstein, CISO at Vintage, presented at Cyber Week 2023 

TLV. Oz moderated a panel alongside several industry CISOs 

and joined a special roundtable where startups presented to 

global CISOs in a "Security Sharktank."

Read

Abe Finkelstein, General Partner at Vintage, participated in 

at.inc/'s panel discussion on Growth Rounds in Challenging 

Times alongside industry leaders – Nadav Eylath from at.inc/, 

Benjamin Black from Akkadian Ventures, and Oz Alon from 

HoneyBook.

Read

Asaf Horesh presented a special keynote report on the state of 

VC investments in Israel at the Fusion VC & Google for Startups 

Israel Pre-Seed conference "Raising Capital in Turbulent Times."

Read

Shira Eting presented a "Climate Tech Overview" at Fusion VC  

& Pearl Cohen's "Climate Tech For Startups" Event.

Hamutal Meridor discussed the future of Israeli hi-tech at 

Technovation 2023 hosted by the TheMarker with the Technion- 

Israel Institute of Technology.

Read

Barrel Kfir, Principal at Vintage, presented an overview of the 

venture capital market in Israel and discussed emerging global 

trends in the VC/Tech ecosystem at the AWS Summit in Israel.

Read

Abe Finkelstein joined AWS for Games, Inspire2Build for a 

special "Ask Me Anything!!" alongside Jere Partanen, Sisu Game 

Ventures, and Alexis Dahan. 

Read

Hamutal Meridor hosted Erica Brescia, General Partner at 

Redpoint Ventures for a special roundtable event in Tel Aviv, 

bringing together talented investors and industry leaders to 

discuss the latest trends in the market and how we can continue 

to improve the global tech and venture ecosystem.

Read

Value+ hosted "Innovate to Elevate," an event that 

brought together Heads of Innovation, CVCs, and Tech 

Scouts from the world's leading corporations, where we 

discussed the state of the private tech markets as well as 

thought leadership in open innovation. 

We had the pleasure of hearing from keynote speaker, 

Je� Wong, Chief Global Innovation O�cer at EY, who 

shared EY's approach to building an innovation muscle 

within an organization and some personal insights from 

his career path. 

Our Value+ team partners with corporations on their open innovation journey by o�ering 

free tech and startup scouting services, access to Vintage's network of funds and startups, 

and executive briefings. 
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Announced TLV Partners V, with $250M to support 

Israeli entrepreneurs 

Read

Amit Frenkel, General Partner at Vintage, spoke at a joint Webinar 

with IBI Capital and Naschitz, Brandes, Amir & Co. on preparing 

for an M&A in today's market.

Read in HEB

Raised $7.5M for its IT asset management platform

Read

Raised a new fund, Jibe Select I, to invest in top 

Series A portfolio companies

Eldad Gabay 
SVP Data & Analytics

Prior to joining Vintage, Eldad served 

as the Director of Data at Rapyd, where 

he played a key role in establishing and 

developing the entire data function from 

the ground up. His visionary leadership, 

data management, and analytics 

expertise enabled Rapyd to leverage 

data as a strategic asset, fueling business 

growth and operational excellence.

We are very excited to have someone of 

Eldad's caliber and background to lead 

our data team and e�orts in their next 

phase of growth as leveraging data, which 

has been a core pillar at Vintage since 

our founding more than 20 years ago, 

becomes even more critical for making 

investment decisions.

Abe Finkelstein,  

General Partner, Vintage

Jonathan Alden 
SVP Investor Relations

Prior to joining Vintage, Jonathan spent 

nine years at BlackRock, where he most 

recently played a key role in expanding the 

company's investment presence in Israel. 

Before moving to Israel in 2021, Jonathan 

spent seven years in San Francisco as 

part of BlackRock's U.S. and Canada 

Institutional Business, specializing 

in delivering the firm's investment 

capabilities to institutional investors. 

"We are thrilled to have Jonathan join 

us. His nine years of senior experience 

at an organization as sophisticated as 

BlackRock will contribute considerably to 

our e�orts to build and support our global 

institutional investor base."

Alan Feld,  

Founder and Managing Partner, Vintage
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